Gang that runs as a feature of Kučan’s rule remains in Slovenia as the nuisance from the previous socialism, embodied by Kučan already in the red era and today in the so-called European democracy. His staff stubbornly holds in the hands the Slovenian government, with the aim preserving the population in the spiritual and material backwardness, subordinated to its capitalist goals. Kucanizem with its gang embodies the curse and enslavement of the today Slovenia. Group conspiracy, crime and illegal underground of the gang manifest semantically and diversely entities as clique, herd, assemble, horde, team, mafia, gangsters, underground, communists, murderers, robbers, secret agents, profiteers, and speculators.

There dominates the Stupidity rule, malice, negative selection, non-innovativeness, leftist intelligentsia and human depravity in which unscrupulous exploiters, fraudulent business men, stupifying publicists, leftist intellectuals, political thugs, careerist egoists, negatively selected staffs, the undemocratically profiled, developmentally non-innovative, historically unprofessional, value insensitive, financially fraudulent, public monolith, media censors, providers of violence, unconscionable prosecutors, unjust judges, incompetent decision-makers, organized crooks, undemocratic government, and the rule of incompetent are coming up.

The graph above shows the mafia organization of Kučan’s gang within the European Union, which should become legitime in the democratic world.